By ^"'-linearity of ψ-and induction assumption for Λ we get
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On the other hand
where P is a polynomial in / and h. We have
So
Multiply by 0 and apply ψ, then one gets
Let ίXXo X n ) define a absolutely irreducible hypersurface in ^Λ ffc char k = p > 0. We denote by /(.Xi X n ) an afϊinization of
We assume f n not to be the zero function on V. Let K = K(V) be the function field of V. We assume that K = ϋΓ p (α; 1 α?, -x n ) for any index j. The »< are the coordinate functions and x s means omit x d . As a consequence of these assumptions, we have that for a given index j any function z e K can be represented modulo F by a rational function G(X ι X n ), which is Xj-constant, i.e. such that dG/dXj = 0. Write
The definition is justified by the following theorem. We have to use the above proposition. We apply first (3) and then (2) and get:
To Compute C((ϋ), we have to work out
We apply several times (3) of the propositition and get
All forms of highest degree n -1 are closed. We use the fact, that H°{V,
) has a basis of the following form
Recall ίCi = -3Γί /-3Γo a r^ coordinate functions on F and of the affinization of F,f n = df/dx n .
We get the important corollary to the theorem. REMARK. We have now on explicit description for the Cartieroperator on H°(V, Ωψfi). We can use Serre duality H°(V, Ωϊγ k ψ = H n~\ V, έ? π ) . Under this duality C is the Frobenius ^ on H n~\ V, έ? r ). We have therefore also an explicit description for ά?~.
2* The CartierΌperator of a diagonal hypersurface* Let F(X) = Σ?=o ^i^ί* define a "generic" hypersurface. To compute the Cartier-operator, by the preceding discussion we have to analyse
(Σ \i=0
Let us adapt the following notation:
is defined by F. Suppose r divides p -1. T%e% ίfee Cartieroperator Proof. Clear by Serre duality and the fact that C = ^Γ
The Cartier-operator of W H. The differential operator C as given in Definition 1 on Ω ι is by ^-linearity completely determined on Ω ι by its value on ω = h dx, where x runs through a set of coordinate functions.
We have C(ω) = x" 1 ψ(xh)dx 9 that notation is only intrinsic, if dω = 0, because ψ depends on the coordinate system. If we choose a different coordinate system, then we get in general a different operator; but for ω with dω = 0, we get the same, namely the Cartieroperator.
That fact can be exploited in the following way. Suppose
We write now C H resp. C w for the the operators. The above definition shows φl =1 KdXi is stable under C H . But by the property of ψ, for some H, we have for (
If we restrict C w to the closed forms on W, then C w is the Cartieroperator.
Let now L be an arbitrary linear variety. After a suitable coordinate change we may assume L is the intersection of some coordinate hyperplanes. W = L H has then the above shape.
Let us assume that the hypersurface H has a diagonal defining equation of degree d diving p -1, p = char k. Then the above Theorem 1 shows that C w is semisimple on Zψ lk . In the same way as before we can extend C w to any Ω r wjk , in particular to Ωw Jk , where m = dim W. As result of this discussion we get: THEOREM 
// L is a linear variety of dimension m + 1, then there exists a hypersurface H of degree d, which divides p -1, such that is invertible.
3* The Cartier-operator of plane curves* For curves the explicit description of the Cartier-operator is of special interest if one wants to study, how the Cartier-operator varies with the moduli of the curve. Unfortunately one is restricted to plane curves, because the above explicit form of the Cartier-operator is available only for hypersurfaces.
If one specializes the above results to plane curves, one has to assume, that the curve is singularity free.
The space W = {homogenous forms of degree d -3} is for non-
where the coordinate functions are given by But it is important to know, that one can give a similar description also for singular curves. Then W is the space of P(X), which define the "adjoint" curves to V. These are those curves, which cut out at least the "double point divisor".
To give an explicit basis depends on nature of the singularities.
Hyper elliptic curves:
For a detailed study of the Hasse-Witt-matrix of hyperelliptic curves one needs the explicit Cartier-operator with respect to various "normal forms".
Let the hyperelliptic V be given by y 2 = f(x), degf(x) = 2g + 1 and such that f(x) has no multiple roots. V has a singularity at "infinity". One could apply the above method and work out the adjoint curves in order to get a basis for H° (V, Ωγ lh ). But we have already a basis, namely if o) = dx/y then {x ι o)\i = 0 g -1} form a basis. We specialize the results of § 2 and get from Corollary 1 as matrix for the Cartier-operator with respect to the above basis (let us put p -1/2 = m):
Legendre form: We assume now the defining equation in Legendre form. The permutation group of r elements S r operates on the monomials λ' -λ^', πeS r .
Let G^ be the fix group of X m~p and (?
We may therefore assume 0 <^ p x ^ ft ^ ^r <J m .
For given
O^JJ^flr-1 let ft = (^1 -vp + %. 
We state as a proposition Applications: We want to investigate, when the Cartier-operator is invertible. It seems that an answer to that question, without any restrictions is not available. It is therefore worthwhile to have various methods even in special cases. 1 We restrict ourself to genus 2, although the method could be applied to higher genus, but the calculations would be very easy. Let p > 2 and g = 2 i.e.
The notation is the same as above.
We H {p) have no monomial in common. Therefore L is not the zero polynomial. We are able to specialize the variables (λ x , \, λ 3 ) in the algebraic closure of k, such that det (A u>v ) Φ 0. In other words, there exist curves of genus two with invertible Cartier-operator.
We do not know, what the smallest finite field is, over which such a curve exists.
REMARK. For large p we could push through a similar discussion for higher genus. We omit that, because there is a more elegant method for large p by Lubin (unpublished). Let y 2 = x 2g+1 +ax 9+1 + x* The claim is, that for large p (depending on g) and variable a the Hasse-Witt-matrix of that curve is a permutation matrix.
